THE SPORTY COLLECTION.
Kia sedans are built for people like you. The ones who work smarter, try harder, and relentlessly chase their dreams. It’s why we’re constantly driven to innovate. Sweat every detail. And never settle for less.

WE BELIEVE YOU DESERVE THE HIGHEST QUALITY.

When you're out there going for it, we believe nothing should slow you down. That’s why our collection of sporty and stylish sedans is meticulously crafted for all who share our unquenching spirit. The brave few who are ready to stand up. Stand out. And say yes to life’s journey, wherever it leads.

#1 LONG-TERM DEPENDABILITY AMONG MASS MARKET BRANDS

TIME FOR YOU TO GET TO AMAZING.
REFUEL YOUR PASSION FOR DRIVING.
Cars were born to excite. At Kia, we haven’t forgotten that. It’s why the Stinger, K5, and Forte are all available in GT trims. Built with enhanced performance, advanced technology, and sporty details, these inspiring sedans are distinctly designed.

THE OPEN ROAD IS YOUR RUNWAY.
Turbocharge your thrill in a Kia. From the powerful twin-turbo V6 of Stinger GT to K5 GT’s 290-horsepower turbocharged engine and beyond — your need for performance will surely be satisfied. But that won’t stop you from coming back for more.

BUCKLE YOURSELF IN.
Around every highway curve. Around every hairpin turn. You’ll feel the precise handling engineered into our cars. Available with sport-tuned suspensions, world-class Brembo®3 brakes, and All-Wheel Drive on select models. Kia sedans empower you to take command of your drive.

ENGINEERED FOR EXHILARATION.

HIGH PERFORMANCE.
THE RUSH IS REAL.

Push the ignition, press the accelerator, and feel the adrenaline pump through your veins. K5 has road-taming performance specs. Launch off the line with 290 horsepower and 311 lb.-ft. of torque thanks to K5’s available 2.5L turbocharged engine. With the available sport-tuned suspension, GT brakes, and Sport Design Steering Wheel with paddle shifters, you’ll be able to take on turns with responsive handling. And when conditions are less than ideal, you’ll have the confidence that comes with available All-Weather Drive.

DESIGN THAT DISRUPTS.

It’s new and sure to stand out. The K5 delivers fresh styling that’ll have you finding excuses to go driving. The distinctive aerodynamic shape is defined by its sleek body lines, standard chrome trim, heartbeat-shaped Daytime Running Lamps, and an available quad-tip exhaust — all set on available 19” Machine-Finish alloy wheels. It’s a look that breaks away from ordinary at every turn.

NEVER AFRAID TO SHAKE THINGS UP.
EVERY SENSE.

SHARP IN EVERY SENSE.

2022 K5

High-end taste. The interior of the K5 offers premium amenities throughout. With upscale details, high-tech displays, and an expansive available panoramic sunroof, the K5 looks as good on the inside as it does from the outside.

Technological Touches. Get going control. With an available 10.2" touch screen, you have the freedom to tailor your drive to your heart’s content! Stay powered up to full USB ports and available wireless smartphone charging while you stream music from your device.

For Sights Unseen. Increase your awareness with K5’s innovative driver assistance features. Designed to alert and assist you, these available technologies can help you change lanes, back up, keep your distance, and engage the brakes if an imminent collision is detected.

The interior of the K5 offers premium amenities throughout. With upscale details, high-tech displays, and an expansive available panoramic sunroof, the K5 looks as good on the inside as it does from the outside.
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2022 STINGER

NO DETAIL IS TOO SMALL TO BE OBSESSED OVER.

TAKE THE SHOW ON THE ROAD.

THE PERFORMANCE OF A LIFETIME.
Expertly engineered. Perfectly balanced. Stinger combines superior performance and stunning style into one breathtaking piece of machinery. New for 2022, the standard 2.5L turbocharged engine puts out 300 horsepower. Want to up the thrills even more? Step into the Stinger GT models. The 3.3L twin-turbo V6 engine launches you from 0–60 in as few as 4.7 seconds, produces up to 368 horsepower, and gives you a top speed of 167 mph. Plus, you can get added capability with available All-Wheel Drive. Hang on tight. It’s going to be the drive of your life.

LOOKS THAT DEMAND AN ENCORE.
As you zip by in a Stinger, onlookers will only catch a glimpse of its beauty. The long hood. The low-slung cabin. The sculpted front end and aggressive rear. It all comes together to create the unmistakable fastback look of Stinger. And those onlookers? They’ll be hoping you slow down so they can see it again.

2022 STINGER
FOR TAKEOFF.

PREPARE YOURSELF
FOR TAKEOFF.

2022 STINGER

CONNECTED FLIGHT.

In the 2022 Stinger, you’ll command your drive through the standard 10.25” touch screen navigation," Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™. When you’re away, you can access certain features such as door locks, remote start, and climate control remotely through the UVO link smartphone app.1, 2

ALL SYSTEMS GO.

If it’s tech you’re after — look no further than Stinger. Forward Collision Avoidance with Pedestrian Detection / Smart Cruise Control with Stop & Go / Lane Keeping and Following Assist / Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Avoidance. It all comes standard to expand your awareness and give you added confidence every trip.

NAVIGATE IN COMFORT.

Take control of every curve in style. While your music rings out through the available 15-speaker Harman Kardon® audio system, you’ll enjoy the low-slung performance, form-fitting contoured seats, and newly designed available chain volume Nappa leather seat trim. It all gives your journey a first class feel.

COLORS

SNOW WHITE PEARL (ALL TRIMS)

MICRO BLUE PEARL (ALL TRIMS)

GLACIER WHITE PEARL (ALL TRIMS)

ASTRO GREEN (ALL TRIMS)

CERAMIC SILVER (ALL TRIMS)

HI-CHROMA RED METALLIC (ALL TRIMS)

PANTHERA METALLIC (ALL TRIMS)

ALMOND BLACK PEARL (ALL TRIMS)


OPTION & PACKAGES

GT-Line Driver Assistance Package**
GT-Line Tech & Sound Package
GT2 Driver Assistance Package
GT2 Tech & Sound Package


F U N C T I O N A L I T Y.

 Specify 2022 Stinger GT2. 2–9, 11, 13, 14, 18–22 for endnotes.

Actual colors may vary if you have your brochure in different conditions.
2021 FORTE

SETTING A BOLD EXAMPLE.

PERFORMANCE THAT'S HUGE.
This is not your typical compact. The Forte is a fully capable sedan with responsive acceleration, so getting from A to B is a thrilling experience. And if you opt for the GT, you’ll have 201 horsepower from a 1.6L turbocharged engine and the choice of a 6-Speed Manual Transmission at your disposal. Oh, the possibilities...

SAY HELLO TO SOMETHING UNIQUE.
The 2021 Forte GT’s outside-the-box thinking is on full display in every stylish curve and detail. Sleek lines, black exterior accents, GT badging, and available 18” machine-finish alloy wheels bring its design full-circle. Buckle up and prepare to be wowed.
So pack your bags, you’ve got places to be. If you have longer items, the available split-folding rear seats can give you the extra space you need and still have a passenger or two along for the ride.

Road trip? Forte’s 15.3 cu. ft. of trunk space will help you pack it all in. If you’re treated to comfort and control all at once. With intuitive Apple CarPlay®8 and Android Auto.™9 support, everything is right where you need it.

Forte is packed with advanced features. Driver assistance technology, like Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist, comes standard. And you can get great available features like Blind-Spot Collision Warning — Reverse, 7 Smart Cruise Control 7 in GT-LINE.

Easy on the eyes, and the mind.

When you’re 3 rows in the 2021 Forte, you are treated to comfort and control at all. With intuitive design and accessible features, like the available 10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with 3-way power lumbar support, everything is right where you need it.

Big on tech.

Forte is packed with advanced features. Driver assistance technology, like Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist, comes standard. And you can get great available features like Blind-Spot Collision Warning — Inside, you’ll have available Voice Command Navigation 14 as well as Apple CarPlay™™ and Android Auto.™8 THE YES.

132 lb.-ft. of torque
147 horsepower
2.0L 4-cylinder MPI Atkinson engine C SPECS

\

Colors

- Snow White Pearl (LXS, GT, EX, GT2)
- Deep Blue Metallic (LXS, GT, EX, GT2)
- Aurora Black Metallic (GT2)
- Gravity Gray (LXS, GT)
- Alumina Black Pearl (all trims)

Actual colors may vary if you have printed brochure. See locals Kia for little by little cost details.
KEEP THINGS LIVELY.

With Rio’s dynamic 1.6L inline 4-cylinder engine and a standard intelligent Variable Transmission, hitting the road is a delightful escape from the everyday. And with Electric Power Steering on hand, you’re treated to a fully capable and perfectly responsive drive wherever you go.

VROOM WITH ROOM.

Inside Rio’s stylish and comfortable cabin, you’ll find plush seating with plenty of room. And with the 8” touch screen, you won’t have to worry about staying connected. Rio comes standard with wireless technology like Apple CarPlay®, Android Auto™, and Bluetooth®. And when your device battery gets low, Rio’s USB charging ports will get you back to 100%. Now, you’ll look forward to long rides.

TECH-DRIVEN.

The always clever Rio now offers even more driver assistance features. When you equip with the Tech Package, you’ll get to experience the peace of mind that comes with traveling with Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist with Pedestrian Detection, Lane Keeping Assist, Lane Following Assist, High Beam Assist, Driver Attention Warning. In the 2021 Rio, you’re advancing yourself in more ways than one.

BIG THINKING IN A SMALL PACKAGE.

COLORS

- CLEAR WHITE (LX, S)
- SILKY SILVER (LX, S)
- CURRANT RED (S)
- SPORTY BLUE (S)
- STEEL GRAY (S)
- AURORA BLACK PEARL (LX, S, S)

Actual colors may vary if they printed brochure. See kia.com/rio for interior combinations.
Advanced vehicle tech is not a fad — it’s a must-have. That’s why we developed the Kia Drive Wise suite of driver assistance features. Think of them as extensions of your senses, helping you better monitor and react to your surroundings.

**BRING FOCUS TO YOUR BLIND SPOT.**

We’ve all been there. That sudden feeling when you can’t see what’s beside you. The Blind-Spot Collision Warning system will help make that feeling a thing of the past. Using radar sensors, you can be alerted when an approaching vehicle is detected, so you’ll be more aware and in control.

**Standard on: Stinger**

**Available on: K5, Forte**

**MEET YOUR CRUISING COPilot.**

It’s always important to keep your distance. Smart Cruise Control with Stop & Go is intelligently developed to help keep an adequate distance from vehicles that are in front of you automatically adjusting your speed.7

**Standard on: Stinger**

**Available on: K5**

**STRAIGHT AS AN ARROW.**

Ensure you stay in your lane with Lane Keeping Assist.7 This feature is designed to read lane markings using the front-view camera on the windshield, and can even help keep your Kia between the lines.

**Standard on: K5, Stinger, Forte**

**Available on: Rio**

**360-DEGREE AWARENESS.**

Looking for the bigger picture? Look no further than the Surround View Monitor.7 This amazing feature allows you to view your surroundings in 360 degrees.7 And with Rear Cross-Traffic Warning, you won’t be surprised by a car suddenly passing behind you as you back out.7

**Surround View Monitor available on: K5, Stinger**

**Rear Cross-Traffic Alert standard on: Stinger**

**Available on: K5, Forte**
Always stay connected to your Kia. With available UVO link™ through the Kia Access app, you can control convenient features from anywhere. And if the unforeseen occurs, you’ll have quick access to roadside and emergency assistance. Because life happens, in a Kia sedan, you’ll be ready for it.

REMOTE FEATURES.
Be in control of your vehicle — even when you’re away. Toggle the locks, start the engine, and pinpoint your vehicle’s location from anywhere you and your Kia have a signal.11, 19, 25 You can also use available Remote Climate Control to set your vehicle’s temperature from your phone.11, 19

Standard on: Stinger | Available on: K5, Forte, Rio

VOICE TECHNOLOGY.
Using UVO Voice Assist, you can change your music, make calls, and search points of interest while keeping your hands on the wheel.5, 11 Smart Speaker Integration allows you to use Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant devices to remotely control certain features.26, 27

Standard on: Stinger | Available on: K5, Forte

CONNECTED ROUTING.
Not sure of the best way to take? Your Kia can help. Dynamic route calculation continually optimizes your navigation, and alerts you of reported traffic jams and accidents.5, 11

Standard on: Stinger | Available on: K5, Forte

COMMAND IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.

REMOTE FEATURES.

VOICE TECHNOLOGY.

CONNECTED ROUTING.
There’s a reason Kia drivers have ranked us the #1 Long-Term Dependability among Mass Market Brands according to J.D. Power. It’s because we’re dedicated to building quality vehicles that are made to stay with you. And we stand by our work by giving you an unrivaled warranty.

OUR INDUSTRY-LEADING WARRANTY INCLUDES:

- **10-YEAR/100,000-MILE LIMITED POWERTRAIN WARRANTY**
- **5-YEAR/60,000-MILE LIMITED BASIC WARRANTY**
- **5-YEAR/100,000-MILE LIMITED ANTI-PERFORATION WARRANTY**
- **5-YEAR/60,000-MILE 24-HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE**

CLASSICS ARE MADE TO LAST.

2022 K5 GT-Line AWD.

1, 2, 28, 29 See inside back cover for endnotes.

THE BEST WARRANTY IN THE INDUSTRY.